Newsletter December 2020
Welcome to the 22nd edition of the PopGen ALUMNI newsletter!
Follow us on Social Media
https://twitter.com/PopGenViennaPhD
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAdGx2zyQNyVti9Cr1muhUg
Sign up for online Tuesday seminars:
https://www.popgen-vienna.at/news/seminars/

Do you know of suitable candidates for PopGen Vienna?
Our call for PhD students is open – please help us spread the word!
Application deadline: January 17, 2021
Flyer for download on the website:
https://www.popgen-vienna.at/media/popgenviennaflyertopics_1.pdf

Recent events and news
October 2020: kick-off for monthly virtual dinners
In an effort to alleviate the missing social interactions during the crisis, we held a virtual Zoom
dinner with 30 participants. After the "plenary" welcome, we randomly divided into smaller groups
for informal and much appreciated conversation among all the isolation.
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October 2020: PhD defenses
Congratulations to our TWO new PhDs!
Kerstin Spitzer (Futschik group) defended her thesis "Improvement of statistical methods
used in population genetics" online.
Gökce Aköz (Nordborg group) defended her thesis "Rediscovering Aquilegia as a model
system while chasing chromosome four" also during a virtual exam.
October 2020: study grants
Congratulations to Aglaia Szukala! Aglaia received an EMBO short term grant for her 3-month
research stay at the ETH Zürich, and an Erasmus+ grant for 3-months at FU Berlin.
September 2020: DZG Graduate Meeting
Faculty of PopGen Vienna organized the 25th DZG Graduate Meeting Evolutionary Biology. It was
planned to hold the meeting at the Vetmeduni Vienna campus but due to the Sars-CoV-2 pandemic
we were forced to hold the meeting online. Nevertheless, the meeting attracted many PhD students
and interested colleagues. More information about the past meeting is available here. Several talks
have been added to our YouTube channel.
September 2020: Seminars go online
Due to the pandemic, our seminars were turned into virtual visits and webinars for the upcoming
Winter term. As the semester progresses, we’ll post webinars to our YouTube channel.
The webinars started off with a talk by Günter Wagner (Yale Univ.) and as many as 50 people had
tuned in! If you’d like to sign up, please have a look here:
https://www.popgen-vienna.at/news/seminars/
August 2020: Evolution explained to kids - online
The 2020 edition of "Kinderuni" (Children's University) could unfortunately not run "live" due to
the Covid-19 crisis. Nevertheless, three of our students joined the efforts of Kinderuni to provide a
fun, safe virtual contribution. Christina Hedderich, Burcin Yildirim and Elif Bozlak prepared
posters about evolution of horses in three languages for curious young researchers. "We were
disappointed that we couldn't interact with the kids, and show them evolution under the microscope.
It was a challenge to come up with a concept but it turned out to be fun to collaborate for the poster
from our individual home offices."
August 2020: PhD defense
Congratulations to Christos Vlachos (Kofler group) on the successful (online) defense of his thesis
"Towards the optimization of E&R experiments".
May 2020: Marshall Plan Scholarship
Congratulations to Marta Pelizzola on receiving one of the prestigious Marshall Plan Foundation
grants to support her planned 6-month research stay at the Univ. of Chicago.

Alumni lab portraits
We feature a brief report about one of PopGen’s graduate and faculty alumni in the Newsletter. This
time, PopGen Vienna alumnus Juraj Bergman gives us some insight into his postdoc experience at
Bioinformatics Research Centre (BiRC) at the Univ. of Aarhus (Denmark):
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“I’ve been in Aarhus with Mikkel Schierup’s group for about two years now (still a year to go), and
I’m working on population genomics of humans and great apes with a focus on the evolution of
sex chromosomes. I have finished two projects which are currently in review (one about GC-biased
gene conversion of transitions and transversions in human and great apes, and one about the sex
chromosome evolution in the marmoset). In the next year, I will be finishing up a project on
population genetics of the pseudoautosomal region, and starting an analysis and method
development for studying single-cell expression data of spermatogenesis in great apes (I was
thankfully not involved in the sampling).
Given the current pandemic, we’ve been on a periodical lockdown in Denmark, which has made
work a bit challenging (as it has for all of us I think) - hopefully, better days are coming. The
situation has however given me time to explore every inch of my living room from my couch, and
generally be more hygge (as the Danes would say).”

Rooftop BBQ that we had when corona wasn't that big a deal vs. Denmark’s famous trademark
Lego producing figures wearing masks.

Upcoming seminars
Our Tuesday seminars have gone online in October, so you can join us from all over the world!
Sign up here to receive a one-time mailing containing a link valid for the remaining webinars of the
running term: https://forms.gle/nKqGmmTe4yVUUBot6

Wishing you all to stay safe and healthy – and an energetic start into
2021 (may it bring us back some normalcy)!
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See all publications here
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